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Introduction.

The Organizing Committee and the Editorial Board would like to notify, with deep professional pleasure, the enthusiasm of the Conference’s participants, in all fields suggested. The papers herein focus on the following interests:

- Modern Trends in Linguistics;
- Sociolinguistics and Culture;
- Literature of English-speaking Countries;
- Translation Studies;
- Innovative Techniques in Teaching EFL;
- Young Learners;
- English for Specific Purposes;
- American Studies;
- CALL.

The materials included serve as sources of interesting and highly contemporary information, and will, therefore, be a powerful booster for numerous endeavours of the young in many fields the research of the English language provides.

Introducing the Organizing Committee of the Conference, it is necessary to underline the personal contribution and qualified professional assistance of this body:

Saukh P. Yu. – Head of the Organizing Committee, doctor of philosophy, professor, Rector of the University.

Members of the Committee:
Dubasenyuk O. A. – doctor of pedagogics, professor, vice rector in research and regional connections issues;
Mysechko O. Ye. – cand.of pedagogics, dotsent, Dean of Foreign Languages Department;
Kalinina L. V. – cand.of pedagogics, University professor, Head of the Foreign Languages Methodology Chair;
Yevchenko V. V. – cand.of philology, dotsent, Head of English Language Chair;
Kuznyetsova I. V. - cand.of philology, dotsent, Head of Foreign Languages Chair;
Syngaivska A. V. - cand.of philology, dotsent, acting Head of English Philology Chair;
Kotnyuk L. H. - cand.of philology, dotsent (English Language Chair);
Zhyhora A. P. – chairman of Student’s trade union committee;
Matyushenko O. M. – methodologist of Self-Access Teachers’ Centre;
Kolomiyets O. M. – master student;
Kravets I. F. - 5th-year student;
Bilous A. V. - 4th-year student.

Editorial Board:
Kuznyetsova Iryna (editor) – cand.of philology, dotsent, Head of Foreign Languages Chair,
Slavova Lyudmyla - cand.of philology, senior lecturer,
Pavlenko Laryssa – lecturer,
Gumankova Olha - senior lecturer,
Dobrzhanska Victoria – senior lecturer.
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